Case Study

NTE Cloud Voice

Flexible, browser-based
communications platform
supports business agility.
The Customer
HAVi Technologies is the UK’s leading specialist in providing solutions to help businesses
Improve Hand Health by minimising the risks of exposure to vibration.

The company’s experience, smarter processes and insight-led approach to managing HAVS
has made it a preferred partner for leading businesses operating across industries including
manufacturing, rail, automotive and construction. HAVi guides its clients to compliance and
equips managers with actionable insights to protect their workforce, remain compliant and
Improve Hand Health.

www.thehavi.com

The Challenge
Remote working capabilities
HAVi were using an outdated 10-year old telephone system that lacked the features necessary for mobile
and remote working. The absence of modern features meant staff were unable to access the phone system
outside of the office.
As HAVi’s
staff worked remotely and on an ad-hoc basis, they couldn’t be as responsive as they needed to be.
The
Challenge

Risk of losing telephone numbers
In addition to the lack of flexible working, the company they shared the phone system with planned to move
out taking the system and lines to their new premises. This added a layer of complexity and urgency to the
search for a new phone system. HAVi needed to quickly move their existing numbers onto a new solution
before their office neighbour moved out.
HAVi were looking for a provider who could handle the entire process within a strict timeframe with minimum
disruption and zero hassle.

The Solution
HAVi’s Managing Director, Gregg Cole, approached NTE to propose a solution to HAVi’s dilemma.
NTE recommended NTE Cloud Voice, a modern browser-based IP phone solution that could be deployed
remotely.
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HAVi staff received welcome emails with details of how to log in to the secure Cloud Voice platform from their
desktop browser. As staff familiarised themselves with the software, the NTE team built and configured the
system to HAVi’s bespoke requirements as specified by Gregg. This included all the traditional features of a
phone system plus the addition of mobile apps and Collaboration software for all the team without a physical
handset on the desk.

NTE Cloud Voice
The NTE Cloud Voice solution enables users to securely call, email, chat, share
screens, send documents, make video calls and more from a simple web-browser
interface on any connected device. Staff can access the software from a dedicated
IP desk phone, softphone client for their laptop or desktop, or mobile app.
Key features of NTE Cloud Voice are:
• The ability to see user presence and geo-location data.
• Internal and external chat capabilities for staff.
• Screen sharing and file transfer.
• Access to corporate phonebooks and voicemail.
• Access to a wide range of collaboration features such as video conferencing.

Find out more

Attendant Console

Softphone Environment

Collaboration provides HAVi with an intuitive and
simple to use digital auto-attendant. Attendant
Console is accessible from leading browsers and
doesn’t require any software installation.

The softphone environment allows HAVi staff to
make audio and video calls directly from their
desktop, from any location, without the need
for a desk phone.
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The Results
HAVi’s staff can access their entire phone system from a secure web interface, making it ideal as they
switch between office and home working. As remote working is on an ad-hoc basis, the user presence and
geolocation visibility make it easier to stay informed on staff whereabouts and availability before transferring
or making a phone call.
Staff can answer, transfer and hold internal and external calls directly from the web interface. In addition
to this, there’s no need to use separate applications for video conferencing and instant messaging as the
Collaboration platform covers all unified communication needs.
HAVi’s existing office numbers were successfully ported to the new telephone system with no disruption to
customer service. As calls and voice data is carried over the internet, there’s no physical telephone line to
maintain and no risk of HAVi being in a similar situation in the future.
Staff know that they can approach NTE whenever they need technical assistance or simply want to know how
to get the most out of their new phone system.

“
The new telephone system has transformed the way we communicate both internally and externally. We

didn’t realise how transformative a unified communications solution would be until it was embraced in our
organisation. Staff are as productive from home as they would be in the office and there are no restrictions
as to where staff can answer and transfer calls which ensures that customer enquiries are responded to
promptly. In addition to this, staff can securely access the corporate phonebook and voicemail from the
web browser ensuring they have access to everything they need.
Not only is the system great, but the level of service from NTE has also been outstanding. From day one,
they’ve listened to us and provided solutions. They’re proactive in their approach to encourage us to take
full advantage of all the features. An example of this in action is their support team emailing us asking if we
want to adjust our programming to reflect our Easter opening times. NTE took the time to understand our
business and continue to invest in the relationship post-sale. Highly recommend.”

Gregg Cole
Managing Director, HAVi
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